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Time for a REFresher? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SHANNA[so with all these changes to reference services, we need to make sure that our front-line staff are ready]Now it’s time to switch gears and take you through our journey of how we created a staff development program at Seneca Libraries. First we’ll provide some context for our story and how we got startedThen we’ll highlight some things we tried and the tools we usedLastly, we’ll share lessons learned and the things that staff really liked/dislikedOur goal throughout the presentation will be to share some best practices and tips that you can use if/when you are tasked with developing a staff development program for front-line staff.So let’s get started…



Presenter
Presentation Notes
SHANNAThe REFresher Program is the name for our staff development program.As the name suggests, the program focuses on addressing the needs of our front-line reference staff so they can continually better serve our library community.While new material is introduced through this program, our goal is to “Refresh” staffs previous knowledge, skills and expertise (enthusiasm) pertaining to specific library resources or service standards. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SHANNASo why did we need a staff development program?Seneca College has four campus libraries that vary in terms of size, programs offered and campus culture. Staff at each campus library belong to different functional teams.Prior to the development of this program two years ago, PD for front-line reference staff was sporadic and varied across the four campus libraries. Some staff, aside from attending a reference meeting each semester, did not receive any staff development. This was largely due to the fact that most of the staff who would participate in this program spend the majority of their time providing front line services. And many part-time staff [which make up 32% of our staff compliment] only work evenings or weekends. So why was there all of a sudden a need for a staff development program? This initiative was driven by two strategic factors…
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SHANNAThe first factor was influenced by management’s desire to increase information sharing between desk and instructional staff (staff from different functional teams who both instructed students in different capacities but didn’t necessarily work together).Managements’ overall strategic goal was to create more consistency in the way staff instruct students about core literacies, whether it be in the classroom, at the desk or through our online services.The program therefore became a vehicle to share information and develop best practices around instruction.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SHANNAThe second factor was the possibility of integrating our reference and borrower services to a blended service point. This meant that we had to start thinking of ways to develop borrower services staff skills with little or no reference experience.It also presented a need for both reference and borrower services staff to develop the same set of values and practices for providing reference service to students and faculty.	
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SHANNAAbout our small and might team of two Our team of two was formed because Fiona had prior experience developing elearning content and I was the Coordinator of Reference Services.Other than that, we had no previous education or experience in staff development practice or theory. We were given free-reign on what the program would look like/how it would be structured which made things more challenging in many ways Our team of 2 coordinators had many other responsibilities – and this meant staff training was provided when we had time to offer it
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SHANNABefore building our program, we did all the usual things that a good librarian would do. Our literature review did not just look at libraries, but at elearning and workplace training in general. Similarly for the environmental scan - did these resources already exist? Could we save time by reusing someone else's materials? Pedagogy - we knew we wanted the program to be interactive and to use real world scenarios and problem-based learning rather than just dumping information on our staff. Our outcomes for the program were based on RUSA Guidelines for behavioural performance of reference and information service providers as well as staff competencies outlined by management. �



Presenter
Presentation Notes
FIONAHow we got started and picked our first topic…In addition to the strategic changes, there was also a plan to move to an online ref stats form. This enabled staff to start tracking reference interactions based on IL standards in the same way that the classroom instruction was tracked. This informed our decision to create our first module on the ACRL IL Standards for Higher Education.Having conducted our literature review and perceived staff needs, our wish list for our module was that it would:onlineinteractive/ multi-modaltrack participationself-grading, self-directedUse real-world scenarios so staff could practice filling out the new reference stats formpart of an ongoing staff development program – need to choose a platform that we could add to An eLearning librarian at your library, or access to one through your network, can provide valuable insight for developing online learning materials.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
FIONAWhen creating eLearning there are a dazzling array of tools to choose from. It is very easy to get seduced by an amazing piece of software and lose track of your actual objectives. We tried to focus on tools that would fit our context and enable us to create the kind of interactive experience we were looking for.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
FIONABlackboard (platform)Blackboard is used college-wide and as it is designed for eLearning, we thought it would be a logical place to start. It would give staff an opportunity to experience a piece of software that is used daily by both students and faculty and therefore be more able to answer questions about it at the desk. Also our existing resources are designed to work in Blackboard.This is a decision we came to regret. Limitations in the types of quizzes and feedback made it impossible for us to create some of the items we had wanted. Embedding multimedia items was also much more difficult than it needed to be.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
FIONAPowtoon VideosEach topic began with a short animated video to introduce new conceptsEach video was under 3mins, accompanied by scripts and closed captioningQuick and easy to makeClosed captions useful for desk staff who want to watch the videos during quiet desk times.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
FIONATwine and BranchTrackfor scenario-based learning - a staff favouriteChoose characters and backgrounds and create Choose Your Own Adventure scenariosAllows staff to make choices and see the consequences of those choicesWant to learn more about scenario-based elearning- Cathy Moore’s Blog  http://blog.cathy-moore.com/2009/11/why-you-want-to-use-scenarios-in-your-elearning/BranchTrack was free, but now has tiered pricing



Presenter
Presentation Notes
FIONAGoogle FormsDoes not provide individualised feedback (it is a survey not a quiz)Able to share anonymous responses and allow staff to compare their choices to othersGreat for reflective activities and increasing community feelingUsed for surveying/quizzing staff; to have them fill out their completion formGreat way to gather feedback about the online module/activity



Presenter
Presentation Notes
SHANNADeveloping Module 1 took 2 us months and we gave staff another month to complete the module. Further training on how to track IL standards in the new stats form was also provided during a f2f reference meeting in a computer lab. While successful, we knew we could not create something this big again. So where did we go from here? Under the direction of management, we were asked to create a more cohesive plan that would provide staff with more frequent development that was also responsive to their changing needs. So this is what we did...



REFresher Challenges 

Online Modules 

Quick Refreshers 

Reference meetings 

PD Days 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SHANNAHaving already conducted a lit review and environmental scan in phase 1, we proceeded by looking at what structure we already had in place for providing reference training to staff – We then created a long list of possible topics to cover with staff based on -RUSA’s Behavioural Guidelines documentStaff requests for strategies on specific topicsAnalysis of our reference stats and FAQ knowledge base stats to identify what type of help students ask for most often at the deskWe also looked at staff workflow/ academic calendarWe mapped out a yearly calendar to determine the best months to provide the different components.Lastly, we got approval from management to expand our team. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SHANNASince we started this program, we have found our REFresher Challenges to be a fairly quick and effective way for staff to develop new skills or refresh their knowledge of different library resources and services. They usually consist of a question or scenario and a short activity for staff to completeFor example, after the library subscribed to a new database for Travel and Tourism students, called Travel42, we decided to create a fun REFresher to help staff become aware of the information available in this database.Keeping in mind our academic calendar, we sent the challenge out in May which meant staff who were making travel plans for the summer were particularly engagedVia email we asked staff to pick a destination and then identify where they’d stay, what they’d do and a fun fact about their destination.Staff posted their responses in a Google form and then we compiled and shared the responses with staff in a document posted to our Reference Team LibGuide for easy access.Fun Fact: Singapore has the world’s largest vertical wind tunnel skydiving simulator in the world
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SHANNAAs part of the program, we knew we needed to continue to provide staff development online.After reviewing staff feedback for the first online module and reviewing our environmental scan for inspiration from existing training programs, we made some changes to the way we would deliver online learning...



Presenter
Presentation Notes
SHANNAThe first thing we did was move to a new platform to host the materials – Using a LibGuide presented many benefits:Platform supports staff collaboration - easy to add/remove new editors as neededWe wanted the option to share our materials with other institutions which they could adapt for their own purposes The second thing we did was refine the scope of the information we providedinspired by “23 Things Reference”, a staff development LibGuide page created by Ephrata Public LibraryAnother thing we started to do was involve staff from other teams as Subject Matter Expertsincrease engagement/ ownershipadditional PD for creators in using new tools



Presenter
Presentation Notes
SHANNAQuick refreshers allow us to share information and send reminders to staff via email without asking staff to complete an activity – reminders about policies, procedures, etc.The library’s teaching staff also play a large role in disseminating quick refreshers. For example, in order to effectively share information and instill best practices around helping students with their assignments at the desk, staff send short emails to front-line staff after they’ve delivered an IL workshop. The email may include:Course code/ faculty nameExplanation about the students assignmentMain information resources they should be using and search strategies to help get them started (1-3 bullet points only)A copy of their library workshop presentation and assignment for staff to review The main goal here is to help staff anticipate the types of questions they may get from students during a certain time period so that they are better prepared to help the student and to ensure that we are instructing students consistently in the classroom and at the desk.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SHANNAF2F components include our reference meetings and PD workshops-Reference meetingsChanged format of our meetings to provide more hands-on staff development to include:PD OpportunitiesVaried, offered as needed, more of a library-wide staff development initiativeSince we started the program, it seems like other functional teams have started to think more holistically about staff development and information sharing has definitely increased as a result.Ref Boot Camp	Recognizing the challenges of training part-time staff, many of whom would stay behind and cover the desk while full-time staff would attend ref meetings, we wanted to give them a day just for themInvolved staff from other teams to help prepare some of the sessions and activitiesThe day was a huge success and many staff were inspired to continue learning on their own – sparked enthusiasm and confidence



Presenter
Presentation Notes
FIONAWe included evaluation forms for all the major components (online modules, PD Days, etc.) and staff were pretty honest about how they felt.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
FIONAUsing Google forms has been surprisingly successful in allowing us to get honest feedback from staff about different staff development content. In doing so, we’ve learned staff really like:Multiple choice quizzes in which an explanation of why they got it right or wrong was providedagain, this allows staff learning to be self-directed and doesn’t involve additional follow-up from the staff development teamShort Powtoon videos and accompanying scriptsBeing able to see other people’s (anonymous) answers - to learn from othersScenario-Based learning - choose your own adventuresLess text, more multimedia and games - various types of activities (mix and match, scenario, quiz, etc.)Learning about things they never knew about (digital literacy, grey lit)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
FIONAWhat they don’t like:Being wrong - they really don’t like getting answers wrong, especially the LibrariansOnly being tested/quizzed online - would prefer to do this in person - “It allows for the types of collegial discussions that I believe are necessary for true, deep learning to come out of these training modules.”Difficult scenarios or activities that were more difficult than the training information providedAnything that’s time consuming



Presenter
Presentation Notes
FIONA
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
FIONAAvoid Scope Creep - a staff development program cannot be all things to all peopleAt first, we were trying to address all of the library’s perceived issues through single modules or activities. Over time, we needed to identify our priorities and stay focused on the task at hand.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
FIONAKeep material focused (avoid info dump)Think in terms of what staff need to do rather than just what they need to know Use scenario/problem-based activitiesMake it more of a discovery process – staff complete an activity, reflect, learnWe can’t anticipate every situation at the desk, so we need to encourage staff to take a problem-solving approach rather than relying on someone giving them the answer. The info dump suggests that we know everything and they just need to wait for us to tell them, the scenario-based approach encourages more independence
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
FIONASilos often form in workplaces, and it is easy to become very used to only talking to a certain group of co-workers. This program offers an opportunity to increase interaction between different people in different ways.Create cross-team development teamsAs we discussed with Grey Lit online moduleEncourage discussion/ interaction between staff at diff campuses/ on diff shiftsEven though the only way to reach 100% of front-line staff is online, many staff still like to discuss some of the activities/answers to quizzes in person. Leave time to take up answers during your next reference meetingIf you use Google forms, you can set it up so once a staff submits their response they can compare their answers against others. Include part-time staffOverall, staff (especially part-time staff) are really excited about being given the opportunity to learn and that someone actually cares about their Professional DevelopmentMake it multi-modalface-to-face sessions harder to schedule but very important
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
FIONAAsk for helpwe get the help we need to ensure that staff training is ongoingwe learn from the “experts” in the room as well as from staff about what they think other staff should know - often we aren’t the ones on the front line so sometimes it’s better to go straight to the source



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Questions? Contact us:shanna.pearson@senecacollege.cafiona.inglis@senecacollege.ca
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